
Field Service 2.0 FAQs 

 

What is the license price for Field Service 2.0? 

You have made an investment into Microsoft Field Service already. We get it. A very aggressive pricing 

was put together for existing Microsoft Field Service customers. Please reach out to sales@resco.net or 

your Resco account manager for detailed pricing. 

Who is Field Service 2.0 intended for? 

You have made or plan to make investments into a field service solution and now you are looking to 

equip your people with the most innovative solution to empower them on the go. You know that field 

work can be challenging, unpredictable and requires handling the unexpected. Resco Field Service 2.0 is 

that solution. It breaks limitations, works 100% offline, and wraps around your processes and workflows 

no matter how complex or elaborate. 

How is Field Service 2.0 different than Field Service Mobile? 
Working with Field Service Mobile (Microsoft’s white-labeled Resco app for Dynamics Field Service) is 

like trying to use Resco with one arm tied behind your back. Sure, you get access to the Resco classics 

like no-code configuration and truly reliable offline, but you’ll quickly run into technical, commercial, or 

product limitations imposed by Microsoft. Field Service 2.0 removes those constraints and offers a 

proven platform for building your field service mobility your way with no asterisks. Our recent blog post 

goes into more detail about the exact differences. 

Who will support Field Service 2.0? 
This solution comes from Resco and is usually delivered by Resco partners – skilled and trained IT houses 

all around the globe. When running into issues or questions, you can rely on us. Our support team works 

around the clock. They also have direct access to our product department and developers - making sure 

we’ll always guide you the right direction. 

Does Field Service 2.0 integrate with D365 Field Service? 
Absolutely. Field Service 2.0 is based on the architecture proven by thousands of Resco customers. It 

integrates seamlessly with Microsoft Dynamics 365, including Field Service. No middleware. No servers. 

No extra Cloud repositories. Field Service 2.0 supports direct integration with Dynamics 365 and 

Dynamics CRM 2011 or newer – both online and on-premise.  

Do you have a roadmap for Field Service 2.0 development? 

Field Service 2.0 is a combination of Resco’s Multi-experience Development Platform, Inspections, 

Routes, and Field Service functionality and has a strong, future-proof roadmap.  

Why should I consider Field Service 2.0? What’s in it for my organization? 

Think of Field Service 2.0 as a combination of everything we at Resco learnt about mobility and field 

service in 20 years. We have put that knowledge and lessons into our products that are behind the Field 

Service 2.0 solution. It is a combination of Resco’s Multi-experience Development Platform, Inspections, 

Routes and Field Service Functionality. 

https://blog.resco.net/2020/08/05/microsoft-field-service-mobile-or-resco-what-is-the-difference/


Field Service 2.0 is right for you if you are looking for the best and do not like compromises. You 

understand mobile technologies change and evolve and you are looking for a partner who has your 

back. 

I already use the “Microsoft Field Service Mobile” app. Can I migrate to Resco Field 

Service 2.0? 

You can and it is very easy. We put together a blog post that explains all the pieces and how to switch. 

What are the transition costs from Field Service Mobile app to Field Service 2.0 for the 

customer? 

We are not going to tiptoe around it. Yes, there is a Resco license required. We understand you have 

already made an investment into Microsoft Dynamics 365 Field Service. We offer a special price for 

existing Dynamics 365 Field Service customers. Please reach out to sales@resco.net or your Resco 

account manager for detailed information on Resco license pricing. 

How is Resco Inspections different than Microsoft’s Inspections? 

Field Service Inspections (Microsoft) are digital forms for field service technicians that they can 

use to answer a list of questions as part of a work order. You can think of it as a feature of Work 

Order for quick data collection. It supports 6 components (textbox; checkbox, radiogroup, 

dropdown; entity lookup; number; date time; file) and basic logic to create conditions and 

branching. 

Resco Inspections is a product. It can be fully embedded into the Resco Mobile CRM app or used as a 

stand-alone app or even a stand-alone solution. It is built on the Resco Multi-experience Development 

Platform with bullet-proof offline while offering lots of flexibility. Including ready-to-use templates that 

can be reconfigured with help of more than 25 components. With branching, dynamic forms, and 

complex logic. All of that supported with the Resco rules engine – an equivalent of a scripting language 

in its power. 

Whether you are looking to assemble a simple questionnaire with a few questions (e.g. our Covid-19 

Passport) or a 200-question-long complex step-by-step workflow, Resco Inspections has you covered. 

But to answer the question in a sentence – one is a feature, the other is a complete solution. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/field-service/field-service-mobile-app-user-guide
https://blog.resco.net/2020/08/05/microsoft-field-service-mobile-or-resco-what-is-the-difference/
https://www.resco.net/products/covid-19/
https://www.resco.net/products/covid-19/

